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A lossy electric power system area that contains thermal units and a pumped-storage (p-s) hydraulic unit is considered in this paper. The cost function, which is weighted combination of the total fuel cost and the total emission cost of the thermal units, in an operation cycle, is minimized under some possible electric and hydraulic constraints. The dispatch technique that is based on genetic algorithm considers minimum and maximum reservoir storage limits of the p-s unit, upper and lower active and reactive generation limits of the thermal units, upper and lower active pumping/generation power limits of the p-s unit, maximum transmission capacities of the transmission lines, and upper and lower limits of the bus voltage magnitudes in a considered power system. The proposed dispatch technique was tested on an example power system that has 12 buses with five thermal units and a p-s hydraulic unit. The same dispatch problem is solved via an iterative solution method based on modified subgradient algorithm operating on feasible values (F-MSG) and pseudowater price just for comparison purpose. It is seen that the solution technique based on the F-MSG algorithm and pseudowater price gives similar results with the proposed algorithm based on genetic algorithm.

1. Introduction

The main function of p-s hydraulic units in electric power systems is to store inexpensive surplus electric energy that is available during off-peak load levels as hydraulic potential energy. This is done by pumping water from the lower reservoir of a p-s unit to its upper reservoir. The stored hydraulic potential energy is then used to generate electric energy during peak load levels (peak shaving hydraulic units). P-s units are generally operated over daily or weekly periods. Operation of a p-s unit over a period can reduce the total cost in a power system.

In [1], enhanced merit order and augmented Lagrange Hopfield network method for solving hydrothermal scheduling problem with pumped-storage units are used. A complete methodology to define the dimensions of an autonomous electricity generation system based on the maximum available solar energy at minimum electricity generation cost is given in [2]. In this study, the most cost efficient energy storage mean including pumped-storage unit is tried to be found. In [3], the power storage options including pumped-storage unit is analyzed to support the wind energy integration to a power system. The French power system is taken as the case study in this paper. An optimization method based on mixed linear integer programming is used in solution of large scale hydrothermal scheduling problem with pumped-storage hydroplant in [4]. Some previous papers about p-s unit scheduling problem during nineteen sixties can also be found in [5]. In our previous work, p-s hydraulic unit scheduling problem in a lossy electric power system is solved by using the pseudospot price of electricity algorithm in [6]. In this paper some security constraints, such as bus voltage magnitudes and transmission line maximum transmission capability constraints, and emission costs of the thermal units are not considered. In [7], combined optimization of wind farm and p-s unit in a market environment is investigated.
The problem is modeled as two-stage stochastic programming problem that considers two random parameters: market price and wind generation. The researchers modeled two different joint operations of the units and compare it with the uncoordinated operation of them. A solution method based on the genetic algorithm, which is similar to the one given in this paper, is applied to the short-term hydrothermal scheduling problem in [8].

In our work, formulation of the optimization problem is divided into two parts as active and reactive power optimization subproblems. In the active power optimization, active generations of all units (except the one connected to the swing bus) in all subintervals are determined by means of the genetic algorithm. The reactive generations of all units (except the one connected to the swing bus) in all subintervals are taken as equal to the predefined values, and they are not changed during the active power optimization. In the reactive power optimization, active generations of all units (except the one connected to the swing bus) in all subintervals are taken as equal to the optimal values that have been found in the active power optimization calculation. Only reactive generations in all subintervals are determined by means of the genetic algorithm. Consequently, at the end of the reactive power optimization, Pareto optimal solutions for the power system have been calculated.

In our solution, active and reactive power generation constraints of the thermal units (except the one connected to swing bus), generation, and pumping active power constraints of the p-s unit are handled via coding and mapping mechanism of the genetic algorithm [9]. Active and reactive power generation constraints of the thermal unit that is connected to swing bus, p-s unit’s reservoir constraints, bus voltage magnitude constraints, and transmission lines’ maximum transmission capacity constraints are added into the problem via respective penalty terms. The fuel cost rate and gas emission rate curves for each unit are combined by means of weighting factor $w$, which varies between 0 and 1. Detailed explanation about the fundamental structure of the genetic algorithm can found in [9].

For the comparison purpose, we solved the dispatch problems, considered in the numerical example section, via the F-MSG method where the net water usage of the p-s unit is adjusted by controlling the pseudowater price [10]. In the F-MSG method, the bus voltage magnitudes and phase angles, the off nominal tap settings, and the susceptances of the SVAR systems are taken as independent variables. Since all the constraints can be written in terms of those independent variables, the transmission line capacity constraints and bus voltage magnitude constraints are handled together in the same model easily. The load flow equations are imported into the model as equality constraints; therefore, the system loss is inserted into the solution process automatically. In the F-MSG algorithm, the upper bound for the cost function value is specified in advance, and the algorithm tries to find a solution where the cost function is less than or equal to the upper bound, while all constraints are satisfied (feasible solution). If it finds it, the upper bound is decreased by a certain amount; otherwise (infeasible solution) the upper bound is increased by a certain amount. The amount of decrease or increase on the upper bound for the next iteration depends on if any feasible or infeasible solution was obtained in the previous iterations. If the current solution is feasible and any infeasible solution has not been chosen yet, then the decrease amount on the upper bound for the next iteration remains the same. If the current solution is feasible and an infeasible solution has been chosen before, then the decrease amount on the upper bound for the next iteration is taken as the half of its previous value. If the current solution is infeasible and any feasible solution has not been chosen yet, then the increase amount on the upper bound for the next iteration remains the same. If the current solution is infeasible and a feasible solution has been chosen before, then the increase amount on the upper bound for the next iteration is taken as the half of its previous value. This process continues until absolute value of the change in the upper bound is less than a predefined tolerance value. Note that a specific initial increase/decrease amount for the cost function is selected at the beginning of the algorithm. To find the initial bus voltage magnitude and phase angles, a load flow calculation is performed with the selected initial unit generations at the beginning of the algorithm only. No more load flow calculation is performed in the subsequent stages of the proposed solution process. Since the F-MSG algorithm works with only the equality constraints, we convert inequality constraints into equality constraints by using a method which does not add any extra independent variable into the optimization model. As a summary, the dispatch problem of each subinterval is solved via the F-MSG method with the selected pseudowater price. After that, the net water usage by the p-s unit is calculated. If absolute value of the net water usage is less than a predetermined tolerance value, the solution procedure is terminated, and the solution is retained. If it is not, a new pseudowater price value is calculated via the bisection method, and a new iteration is started.

2. Problem Formulation

The optimization problem under consideration is solved in two steps as active power and reactive power optimization subproblems.

2.1. Active Power Optimization. The active power optimization problem, which is considered in this paper, can be given mathematically as follows (R represents a fictitious monetary unit):

\[
\text{Minimize} \quad F_T = w \sum_{j=1}^{l_{\text{max}}} \left( \sum_{n \in N_n} F_n(P_{n,j}) \right) t_j + (1 - w) \xi \sum_{j=1}^{l_{\text{max}}} \left( \sum_{n \in N_n} E_n(P_{n,j}) \right) t_j, \quad (1)
\]

subject to hydraulic and electric constraints
\[ P_{\text{load},j} + P_{\text{loss},j} + P_{PH} - \sum_{n \in N_s} P_{n,j} = 0, \quad j \in I_{\text{pump}}, \]
\[ P_{\text{load},j} + P_{\text{loss},j} - P_{GH,j} - \sum_{n \in N_s} P_{n,j} = 0, \quad j \in I_{\text{gen}}, \]
\[ P_{n,j} \leq P_{n,j}^{\text{max}}, \quad n \in N_s, \quad j = 1, \ldots, j_{\text{max}}, \]
\[ P_{GH,j} \leq P_{GH,j}^{\text{max}}, \quad j \in I_{\text{gen}}, \quad \text{or} \]
\[ q_{\text{min}} \leq q_{\text{GH}} (P_{GH,j}) \leq q_{\text{max}}, \quad j \in I_{\text{gen}}, \]
\[ P_{\text{min}} \leq P_{PH,j} \leq P_{PH,j}^{\text{max}}, \quad j \in I_{\text{pump}}, \quad \text{or} \]
\[ q_{\text{min}} \leq q_{PH} (P_{PH,j}) \leq q_{PH,j}^{\text{max}}, \quad j \in I_{\text{pump}}, \]
\[ V_{\min} \leq V_j \leq V_{\max}, \quad j = 1, \ldots, j_{\text{max}}, \]
\[ V_j = V_{j-1} + q_{PH} (P_{PH,j}) t_j \quad \text{if } j \in I_{\text{pump}}, \]
\[ V_j = V_{j-1} - q_{GH} (P_{GH,j}) t_j \quad \text{if } j \in I_{\text{gen}}, \]
\[ V_0 = V_{\text{start}} = V_{\text{end}}. \]

Since the beginning and final water volume values of the upper reservoir of the p-s unit are taken as the same in the considered problem, the total net water amount used by the p-s unit must be equal to zero. That is to say, the total water amount, which is used for generation, must be equal to the total pumped water amount in an operation cycle.

\[ q_{\text{spentTOT}} - q_{\text{pumpTOT}} = q_{\text{net spent}} = 0, \]

where

\[ q_{\text{spentTOT}} = \sum_{j \in I_{\text{gen}}} q_{\text{GH}} (P_{GH,j}) t_j \]
\[ q_{\text{pumpTOT}} = \sum_{j \in I_{\text{pump}}} q_{PH} (P_{PH,j}) t_j. \]

The meaning of the symbols used in the equations above are given in the list of symbol section.

2.2. Reactive Power Optimization. The reactive power optimization problem considered in this paper can be given mathematically as follows:

Minimize \[ F_{\text{TOT,sw}} = w \sum_{j=1}^{j_{\text{max}}} F_{\text{sw}} (P_{\text{sw},j}) t_j + (1 - w) \xi \]
\[ \times \sum_{j=1}^{j_{\text{max}}} E_{\text{sw}} (P_{\text{sw},j}) t_j \]
subject to
\[ Q_{\text{load},j} + Q_{\text{loss},j} + \sum_{m \in N_Q} Q_{m,j} = 0, \]
\[ Q_{m}^{\text{min}} \leq Q_{m,j} \leq Q_{m}^{\text{max}}, \quad m \in N_Q, \quad j = 1, \ldots, j_{\text{max}}, \]
\[ P_{\text{sw}}^{\text{min}} \leq P_{\text{sw},j} \leq P_{\text{sw}}^{\text{max}}, \quad j = 1, \ldots, j_{\text{max}}, \]
\[ U_{i,j}^{\min} \leq U_{i,j} \leq U_{i,j}^{\max}, \quad i \in N_{\text{bus}}, \quad i \neq \text{sw}, \quad i \neq N_{\text{vc}}, \quad j = 1, \ldots, j_{\text{max}}. \]

In the active and reactive power optimization, reactive power generation/consumption of the p-s unit in both modes is taken as zero for the comparison purpose of the results that are obtained from the systems with and without p-s unit.

The meaning of the symbols used in the equations above are given in the list of symbol section.

3. Application of Genetic Algorithm to the Optimization Problem

The application of genetic algorithm to the optimization problem is achieved in two stages: application of genetic algorithm to the active and reactive power optimization subproblems.

3.1. Application of Genetic Algorithm to the Active Power Optimization. In application of genetic algorithm to the active power optimization problem, we used “Genetic Algorithm Tool Box” of MATLAB. All active power generation inequality constraints (except those which belong to the thermal unit connected to the swing bus) are handled by the mapping and coding mechanism of the genetic algorithm [8, 9].

For an expensive thermal unit, although its minimum active power generation limit is \( P_{p,s,j}^{\text{min}} \), its active power inequality constraint is taken in the form of \( 0 \leq P_{n,j} \leq P_{n,j}^{\text{max}}, j = 1, \ldots, j_{\text{max}} \). If the value of \( P_{n,j} \), determined by the genetic algorithm, is less than \( P_{n,j}^{\text{min}} \), the unit is switched into synchronous compensator mode.

Active pumping/generation power limits of the p-s unit are taken as \( 0 \leq P_{p,s,j} \leq (P_{PH,j}^{\text{max}} + P_{GH,j}^{\text{max}}), j = 1, \ldots, j_{\text{max}} \). If the value of \( P_{p,s,j} \), determined by the genetic algorithm, satisfies \( P_{PH,j}^{\text{max}} < P_{p,s,j} \leq (P_{PH,j}^{\text{max}} + P_{GH,j}^{\text{max}}) \), then \( P_{p,s,j} \) is directly taken as pumping (load) power \( P_{PH,j} = P_{p,s,j} \). If the value of \( P_{p,s,j} \), determined by the genetic algorithm, satisfies \( P_{GH,j} = P_{p,s,j} - P_{PH,j}^{\text{max}} \).

The cost function, which will be minimized in the active power optimization, is taken as follows:

\[ f^P = F_T + pnf^P, \quad 0 \leq w \leq 1, \]

where \( F_T \) is given in (1) and \( pnf^P \) represents the sum of various penalty functions. It is calculated as

\[ pnf^P = pnf_{\text{sw}}^{\text{motor}} + pnf_{p,s} + pnf_v + pnf_{v_{\text{end}}} + pnf_{\text{line}}. \]
In (16) is the penalty function, which takes comparably high values when the unit connected to the swing bus works in motor mode. It is given as follows:

\[
pnf_{\text{motor}} = K_{\text{motor}} \sum_{j \in \{P_{\text{sw},j} < 0\}} (P_{\text{sw},j})^2.
\]

In (16) represents the penalty function related to the active generation limits of the unit connected to the swing bus. It is calculated according to the following equation:

\[
pnf_p = K_p \left( \sum_{j \in \{P_{\text{sw},j} < P_{\text{min}}^{\text{sw}}\}} (P_{\text{sw},j} - P_{\text{min}}^{\text{sw}})^2 + \sum_{j \in \{P_{\text{sw},j} > P_{\text{max}}^{\text{sw}}\}} (P_{\text{sw},j} - P_{\text{max}}^{\text{sw}})^2 \right).
\]

\[
pnf_V \text{ in (16) stands for the penalty function related to the reservoir storage constraints of the p-s hydraulic unit. It is calculated as}
\]

\[
pnf_V = K_V \left( \sum_{j \in \{V_j < V_{\text{min}}\}} (V_j - V_{\text{min}})^2 + \sum_{j \in \{V_j > V_{\text{max}}\}} (V_j - V_{\text{max}})^2 \right),
\]

where \( V_j \) value is determined by (8). It should be remembered that the initial and final reservoir water volume values (\( V_0 \) and \( V_{\text{max}} \)) are taken as fixed and equal to each other.

\( \text{pnf}_V \text{ in (16) denotes the penalty function, which is related to the water amount left in the upper reservoir of the p-s hydraulic unit at the end of the last subinterval. It is calculated as}
\]

\[
pnf_V \text{end} = K_{V \text{end}} (V_{\text{max}} - V_{\text{end}})^2.
\]

\( \text{pnf}_\text{line} \text{ in (16) represents the penalty function, which is concerned with the active power transmission capacities of the transmission lines, and it is calculated as}
\]

\[
pnf_{\text{line}} = \sum_{l \in N_{\text{line}}} K_{\text{line}_l} \left( \sum_{j \in \{p_{l,j} < p_{l,j}^{\text{max}}\}} (p_{l,j} - p_{l,j}^{\text{max}})^2 \right).
\]

In the active power optimization, reactive power generations of the units (except the thermal unit connected to the swing bus and the p-s unit) are taken as equal to arbitrarily selected feasible values. At the beginning, a random solution (which contains the active generations of all units (except the unit being connected to the reference bus) in all subintervals) is generated. After that, a Newton-Raphson load flow calculation is performed in each subinterval. Since the active generation of the unit connected to the swing bus and the active power line flows in each subinterval are known at this point, the fitness value of the solution is calculated. This process continues until an initial solution set is formed. Later, a new solution set is generated by using the fundamental operations of the genetic algorithm (selection, crossover, mutation, number of elite solution, etc.), and their fitness values are calculated [8, 9]. The formation of a new solution set (generation) is repeated as many times as a selected number.

3.2. Application of Genetic Algorithm to the Reactive Power Optimization. In the application of genetic algorithm to the reactive power optimization problem, all reactive power generation inequality constraints (except those which belong to the thermal unit connected to the swing bus) are handled by the mapping and coding mechanism of the genetic algorithm [8, 9]. The cost function, which will be minimized in the reactive power optimization, is taken as follows:

\[
f^Q = F_{\text{TOT},sw} + \text{pnf}^Q, \quad 0 \leq w \leq 1,
\]

where \( F_{\text{TOT},sw} \) is given by (13) and \( \text{pnf}^Q \) stands for the sum of various penalty functions. It is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{pnf}^Q = \text{pnf}_p + \text{pnf}_Q + \text{pnf}_U. \tag{23}
\]

\( \text{pnf}_p \text{ in (23) has been already given in (18). Equation (24) gives the penalty function, which is related to the reactive power generation limits of the thermal unit connected to the swing bus as follows:}
\]

\[
\text{pnf}_p = K_{Q_{\text{sw}}} \left( \sum_{j \in \{Q_{\text{sw},j} < Q_{\text{sw}}^{\text{min}}\}} (Q_{\text{sw},j} - Q_{\text{sw}}^{\text{min}})^2 + \sum_{j \in \{Q_{\text{sw},j} > Q_{\text{sw}}^{\text{max}}\}} (Q_{\text{sw},j} - Q_{\text{sw}}^{\text{max}})^2 \right). \tag{24}
\]

Penalty function concerning with the voltage magnitude limits of the buses (except swing and voltage controlled buses) is given as follows:

\[
\text{pnf}_U = \sum_{i \in N_{\text{bus},i \neq \text{sw}}} K_{U_{i}} \left[ \sum_{j \in \{U_{i,j} < U_{i,j}^{\text{min}}\}} (U_{i,j} - U_{i,j}^{\text{min}})^2 + \sum_{j \in \{U_{i,j} > U_{i,j}^{\text{max}}\}} (U_{i,j} - U_{i,j}^{\text{max}})^2 \right]. \tag{25}
\]

\( K_{Q_{\text{sw}}} \text{ and } K_{U_{i}}, i \in N_{\text{bus}}, i \neq \text{sw}, \text{ and } i \notin N_{\text{c}} \text{ in (24) and (25) are selected positive penalty function constants.}

During the reactive power optimization calculations, active generation powers of the thermal units (except the one connected to the swing bus) and the active generation and pumping powers of the p-s unit are taken as equal to those values determined in the active power optimization.
procedure. They are not changed. Reactive power generations of the thermal units (except the one connected to the swing bus) and reactive power sources are determined by the genetic algorithm. Since changing the reactive power generations affects the active and reactive transmission loss and voltage magnitudes of buses and since those losses are supplied by the unit connected to the swing bus, the cost function to be minimized is selected as the one shown in (22). The application of the genetic algorithm to the reactive power optimization problem resembles the one that is explained in Section 3.1.

4. Numerical Example

In order to demonstrate our proposed solution technique, an example power system, whose one-line diagram shown in Figure 7, is selected. Per unit line data, unit types, system base values, and load locations are also shown in the same figure. Thermal units are connected to buses 1, 4, 7, 9, and 11. Their fuel cost rate and emission rate curves are given in Table 5. The active generation power in (26) are in pu. It is seen from the table that off-peak load levels occur in subintervals 1, 5, and 6 and peak-load levels occur in subintervals 2, 3, and 4.

The problem is solved for the different weight coefficients (\( \omega = 0, 0.1, \ldots, 0.9, 1.0 \)) under the condition that there is no p-s unit in the power system first. It is observed in those Pareto optimal solutions that all penalty function values in (16) and (23) take zero value. Also it is seen that thermal units 9 and 11 (expensive units) work in generator mode only in subinterval 3 (where the peak loads occur) and in synchronous compensator mode in the other subintervals. Later on, the same Pareto optimal solutions are recalculated for the case where there is a p-s unit with specific cycle efficiencies (\( \eta_c = 0.60, 0.67, 0.75 \)) in the discharge and pumping modes of the p-s unit is taken as 0 MVAR. Data related to the upper reservoir of the p-s unit is taken as \( V_{\text{min}} = 5000 \text{ acre-ft} \), \( V_{\text{max}} = 15000 \text{ acre-ft} \), and \( V_0 = V_6 = 10000 \text{ acre-ft} \).

Table 1: Some chosen methods and parameters of the genetic algorithm that is used in the paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( K^\text{linmin} )</td>
<td>( 1 \times 10^6 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K^\text{P+} )</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K^\text{P-} )</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K^\text{Q+} )</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K^\text{Q-} )</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K^\text{line} ) ( V_l \in N_{\text{line}} )</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K^\text{bus} ) ( V_l \in N_{\text{bus}} )</td>
<td>( 1 \times 10^8 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( U^\text{min} ) ( V_i \in N_{\text{bus}} ), ( i \neq \text{sw} )</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( U^\text{max} ) ( V_i \in N_{\text{bus}} ), ( i \neq \text{sw} )</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P^\text{max} ) ( V_l \in N_{\text{line}} ) (MW)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of generation</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of elite solution</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation method and probability</td>
<td>Uniform, 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover method and probability</td>
<td>Scattered, 0.9999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection method</td>
<td>Stochastic uniform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The p-s hydraulic unit is connected to bus 6. The p-s hydraulic unit scheduling problem considered in this paper is solved for three different p-s unit cycle efficiencies; namely, \( \eta_c = 0.60, 0.67, 0.75 \). The discharge and pumping rate curves of the p-s unit are taken as in the following forms:

\[
q_{\text{GHT}} (P_{\text{GHT}}) = \begin{cases} 200 + 2.0P_{\text{GHT}} & \text{if } 0 < P_{\text{GHT}} \leq 130 \text{ MW}, \\ 0 & \text{if } P_{\text{GHT}} = 0 \text{ MW}, \end{cases}
\]

\[
q_{\text{PH}} (P_{\text{PH}}) = \begin{cases} 200 + \mu P_{\text{PH}} & \text{if } 0 < P_{\text{PH}} \leq 130 \text{ MW}, \\ 0 & \text{if } P_{\text{PH}} = 0 \text{ MW}, \end{cases}
\]

where \( \mu \) is taken as equal to 6/5, 4/3, and 3/2 for 60%, 67%, and 75% cycle efficiencies, respectively. For the comparison purpose of the results obtained from the power systems with and without the p-s unit, the reactive power in pumping and generation mode of the p-s unit is taken as 0 MVAR. Data related to the upper reservoir of the p-s unit is taken as \( V_{\text{min}} = 5000 \text{ acre-ft} \), \( V_{\text{max}} = 15000 \text{ acre-ft} \), and \( V_0 = V_6 = 10000 \text{ acre-ft} \).
Table 2: Various results obtained after the active power and reactive power optimizations for the case where there is no p-s unit in the power system and \( w = 0.5 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( j )</th>
<th>Active power optimization solution point values</th>
<th>Reactive power optimization solution point values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( P_{\text{load},j} )</td>
<td>( P_{\text{G}1,j} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>104.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>290.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>320.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>289.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>149.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>103.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fuel cost (R) 915.17 3533.50 5130.50 3532.90 1422.10 915.55 915.57 3509.00 5091.90 3507.80 1415.50 915.86
Emission cost (R) 208.99 651.96 1435.10 652.60 176.39 208.94 208.94 644.15 1421.40 644.64 175.83 208.90
Total fuel cost (R) 15450.00 15356.00
Total emission cost (R) 3334.00
Total cost (R) 18784.00 18660.20

Various results obtained after active power and reactive power optimizations, for the case where there is no p-s unit in the power system and \( w = 0.5 \), are given in Table 2 just as an example. The effect of the reactive power optimization on the improvement of the bus voltage magnitudes can be seen from the table. The chosen reactive power generations in all subintervals during the active power optimization are also given in Table 2. We see from the table that expensive units (units 9 and 11) generate active power only in subinterval 3, where the peak load occurs and work as synchronous compensator in the other subintervals.

The change in the total cost decrease percentage (with respect to the case where there is no p-s unit in the power system) versus \( w \) is shown in Figure 2, where the p-s unit cycle efficiency is taken as parameter. It is seen from the figure that the higher the cycle efficiency the p-s unit has, the higher the decrease percentage in the total cost we get.

As an example, the solution point pumping and generation powers of the p-s unit together with the total active load values during all subintervals for \( w = 0.5 \) are given in Figure 3 where the p-s unit cycle efficiency is taken as parameter. The p-s unit works in pumping mode in low load valued intervals and in generation mode in high load valued intervals for all cycle efficiencies. We see from Table 3 that although the p-s unit with 75% cycle efficiency consumes less amount of total pumping energy compared to the units with the lower cycle efficiencies, it produces higher total generation energy. Because of this, it gives higher decrease percentage on the total cost when it is employed in the power system.
Table 3: Generation and pumping energy, final water amount in the upper reservoir versus p-s cycle efficiency for \( w = 0.5 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Generation energy (MWh)</th>
<th>Pumping energy (MWh)</th>
<th>( V_\text{e} ) (acre-ft)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>795.08</td>
<td>1324.16</td>
<td>9998.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>803.84</td>
<td>1208.28</td>
<td>10003.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>842.72</td>
<td>1123.38</td>
<td>9999.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Various results obtained after the active power and reactive power optimizations for the case where there is p-s unit with 75% cycle efficiency in the power system and \( w = 0.5 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( w = 0.5 )</th>
<th>Active power optimization solution point values</th>
<th>Reactive power optimization solution point values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( j )</td>
<td>( P_{\text{load},j} )</td>
<td>( Q_{\text{pc},j} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The change of stored water amount in the upper reservoir of the p-s unit versus time for \( w = 0.5 \) is shown in Figure 4 where p-s unit cycle efficiency is taken as parameter. From the figure, it is seen that the water amount used by the pumped storage unit in the power system under consideration does not strongly depend on the p-s unit’s cycle efficiency. The stored water volume values in the upper reservoir remain inside its upper and lower storage limits (\( V_{\text{min}} = 5000 \) acre-ft, \( V_{\text{max}} = 15000 \) acre-ft). The final stored water amounts in the upper reservoir for all cycle efficiencies are very close to \( V_{\text{end}} = 10000 \) acre-ft (see the last column in Table 3). Various results, which are obtained after the active and reactive power optimizations for \( w = 0.5 \) and 75% p-s unit cycle efficiency, are given in Table 4. It is...
Table 5: Cost rate and emission rate curve coefficients of the thermal units and their active and reactive power generation limits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curve</th>
<th>Constants</th>
<th>Thermal unit number, ((n))</th>
<th>(\alpha_n)</th>
<th>(\beta_n)</th>
<th>(\gamma_n)</th>
<th>(\zeta_n)</th>
<th>(\lambda_n)</th>
<th>(\xi)</th>
<th>(\delta_n)</th>
<th>(\zeta_n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel cost rate</td>
<td>(\alpha_n)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.426</td>
<td>-5.550</td>
<td>2.030</td>
<td>2.0 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0 \times 10^{-5}</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\beta_n)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4.258</td>
<td>-6.094</td>
<td>3.886</td>
<td>1.0 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>-5.550</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\gamma_n)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.258</td>
<td>-6.094</td>
<td>3.886</td>
<td>2.1 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>-6.094</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\zeta_n)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.258</td>
<td>-2.147</td>
<td>8.438</td>
<td>1.0 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>-2.355</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\delta_n)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7.743</td>
<td>-2.147</td>
<td>8.438</td>
<td>5.0 \times 10^{-5}</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>-2.355</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\zeta_n)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>7.743</td>
<td>-2.147</td>
<td>8.438</td>
<td>5.0 \times 10^{-5}</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>-2.355</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\lambda_n)</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>7.743</td>
<td>-2.147</td>
<td>8.438</td>
<td>5.0 \times 10^{-5}</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>-2.355</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\xi)</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>8.531</td>
<td>-2.355</td>
<td>8.651</td>
<td>5.0 \times 10^{-5}</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>-2.355</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Generation limits      | \(P_{\text{min}}\) (MW) | 50.0              | 45.0              | 40.0              | 5.0              | 5.0 |
|                        | \(P_{\text{max}}\) (MW) | 320.0             | 180.0             | 170.0             | 100.0            | 100.0 |
|                        | \(Q_{\text{min}}\) (MW) | -50               | -20               | -20               | -20              | -20 |
|                        | \(Q_{\text{max}}\) (MW) | 150               | 200               | 200               | 200              | 200 |

Table 6: Per unit load schedule for the example power system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bus no.</th>
<th>Load type</th>
<th>Load type</th>
<th>Time subinterval number, ((j))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(P_{\text{load},j}) (pu)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Q_{\text{load},j}) (pu)</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>4.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

seen from the table that the expensive units never generate any active power but work as synchronous compensator in all subintervals. The generation and pumping active powers of the p-s unit are also given in the table. At the end of the active power optimization, the total cost (which is made up the total fuel cost plus the total emission cost) is decreased from 18660.20 (no p-s case with \(w = 0.5\) after the reactive power optimization) to 16937.4 R by employing the p-s unit with 75% cycle efficiency in the power system. Optimal reactive power generations that are determined just after the reactive power optimization are also shown in Table 4. The total cost is decreased further from 16937.4 R to 16790.7 R at the end of the reactive power optimization. Consequently, 1869.5 R (10.01% of the total cost in no p-s case with \(w = 0.5\) after the reactive power optimization) is saved from 24 h operation of the p-s unit with 75% cycle efficiency in the power system.

4.1. Application of the F-MSG Method to the Same Dispatch Problems. The dispatch problems considered in Section 4 is resolved by means of the F-MSG method under the same constraints considered in Section 4. Since the active and reactive power optimizations are accomplished in the same model in the F-MSG method, there is no need to solve the dispatch problem in two stages. The trade-off curve obtained via the F-MSG method is shown in Figure I together with
the one found by means of the genetic algorithm. We see from the figure that this trade-off curve is very close to the one obtained after the active and reactive power optimizations by means of the method proposed in this paper. Once the dispatch problem of the example power system with p-s unit is resolved with the F-MSG, the obtained change in the total cost decrease percentage (with respect to the case where there is no p-s unit in the power system) versus $w$ is shown in Figure 5, where the p-s unit cycle efficiency is taken as parameter. From the comparison of Figure 5 with Figure 2, it is seen that the F-MSG method gives similar but a little bit higher decrease percentages. This is because the F-MSG method handles active and reactive power optimizations in the same model, whereas the method given in this paper considers either the active or reactive power optimizations at a time. The decrease percentages on the total cost can be increased by performing the active and then reactive power optimizations in an iterative manner with the cost of longer solution times in the proposed solution method.

5. Results and Conclusion

Security constrained environmental p-s hydraulic unit scheduling problem is solved via genetic algorithm. The solution
The dispatch problem of the example power system with p-s unit is solved via the F-MSG method. The dispatch problem is divided into two parts as active power and reactive power optimizations. Basically in the active power optimization, for arbitrarily selected reactive power generations, active power generations of the thermal units and active generation/pumping power of the pumped storage unit in all subintervals are determined. In the reactive power optimization, the active generation of all thermal units and active generation/pumping power of the p-s unit in all subintervals are taken as equal to the optimal values that are determined in the active power optimization, only reactive generations of reactive power suppliers are determined. Active and reactive power generation constraints for the unit connected to the swing bus, transmission line capacity constraints, the p-s unit upper reservoir storage constraints, and bus voltage magnitude constraints are added to the solution process via penalty function approach.

The solution method is tested on an example power system, which has 12 buses, 5 thermal units, and one p-s hydraulic unit. The environmental dispatch problem of the example power system without any p-s unit is solved first. After that, the same environmental dispatch problem is resolved for the cases where there is p-s unit with 60%, 67%, and 75% cycle efficiencies, and the obtained results for each case are compared with the corresponding ones that belong to the system without any p-s unit. Savings in the total cost of the system, in the case of employing the p-s unit in the power system, are given for different \( w \) values for each p-s unit’s cycle efficiency.

The dispatch problem of the example power system with p-s unit is resolved by the F-MSG method, and the decrease percentages on the total cost are recalculated. It is seen that the F-MSG method gives similar but a little bit higher total cost decrease percentages with respect to those produced by the proposed method. The decrease percentages on the total system cost can be increased by performing the active and then reactive optimizations in an iterative manner with the cost of longer solution time.

![Figure 5: Change in the total cost decrease percentage with respect to \( w \) for different p-s unit cycle efficiencies, once the dispatch problem of the example power system with p-s unit is solved via the F-MSG method.](image1)

![Figure 6: The lowest fitness value calculated versus generation (iteration) number in the reactive power optimization for the case, where there is no p-s unit in the system and \( w = 0.5 \).](image2)

The lowest fitness (\( f^Q \) value in (22)) value calculated versus generation (iteration) number in the reactive power optimization for the case, where there is no p-s unit in the system and \( w = 0.5 \) is shown in the Figure 6. As it is seen in the figure, the decrease in the lowest fitness value becomes insignificant after the iteration number 25. If a very sharp solution is not desired, the solution procedure can be stopped at the end of iteration number 25. Therefore the stopping criteria for the considered problem can be stated like this: “if the difference between two consecutive fitness values is less than a predetermined tolerance value and also if this condition is satisfied during \( N \) (e.g., \( N = 10 \)) consecutive iterations, then stop.” Selection of this type of stopping criterion other than selecting constant number of generation can reduce the necessary number of iterations (or total solution time) to approximate the optimal solution.

**Symbols**

- \( F_T: \) Weighted total system cost (R),
- \( j, j_{\text{max}}: \) Time interval index and number of time intervals, respectively
- \( P_{n,j}, P_{\text{GH},j}: \) The \( n \)th thermal and the p-s hydraulic units’ active generation powers in the \( j \)th time interval, respectively (MW)
- \( P_{\text{PH},j}: \) The p-s unit’s pumping active power in the \( j \)th time interval (pu or MW)
- \( F_n(P_{n,j}): \) Fuel cost rate of the \( n \)th thermal unit in the \( j \)th time interval (R/h)
- \( E_n(P_{n,j}): \) Emission rate of the \( n \)th thermal unit in the \( j \)th time interval (Kg/h)
- \( \xi: \) Emission price (R/Kg)
- \( w: \) Weighing factor
- \( t_j: \) Length of time interval \( j \) (h)
- \( P_{\text{load},j}, P_{\text{loss},j}: \) Total system load (excluding the pumping power of the p-s hydraulic unit if it is operated in pumping mode) and loss in the \( j \)th time interval, respectively (pu or MW)
- \( P_l: \) Active power flow on line \( l \) (pu or MW)
\[ P_{\text{max}_l} \]:  Maximum transmission capacity of transmission line \( l \) (pu or MW)

\[ P_{\text{min}_n}, P_{\text{max}_n} \]: Lower and upper generation limits of the \( n \)th thermal unit (pu or MW)

\[ P_{\text{min}_\text{GH}}, P_{\text{max}_\text{GH}} \]: Lower and upper active generation limits of the p-s hydraulic unit (pu or MW)

\[ P_{\text{min}_\text{PH}}, P_{\text{max}_\text{PH}} \]: Lower and upper active pumping power limits of the p-s hydraulic unit (pu or MW)

\[ q_{\text{GH}}(P_{\text{GH},j}) \]: Discharge rate of the p-s hydraulic unit in the \( j \)th time interval (acre-ft/h) (1 acre-ft = 1233.5 m\(^3\))

\[ q_{\text{PH}}(P_{\text{PH},j}) \]: Pumping rate of the p-s hydraulic unit in the \( j \)th time interval (acre-ft/h)

\[ q_{\text{min}_\text{GH}}, q_{\text{max}_\text{GH}} \]: Lower and upper discharge rate limits of the p-s hydraulic unit (acre-ft/h)

\[ q_{\text{min}_\text{PH}}, q_{\text{max}_\text{PH}} \]: Lower and upper pumping rate limits of the p-s hydraulic unit (acre-ft/h)

\[ V_j \]: Stored water volume in the upper reservoir of the p-s hydraulic unit at the end of the \( j \)th time interval (acre-ft)

\[ V_{\text{min}}, V_{\text{max}} \]: Minimum and maximum reservoir storage limits of the p-s hydraulic unit (acre-ft)

\[ q_{\text{net spent}} \]: Net spent water amount by the p-s hydraulic unit during the operation cycle (acre-ft)

\[ q_{\text{TOT spent}}, q_{\text{TOT pumped}} \]: Total water amount which is spent for generation and total pumped water amount, respectively (acre-ft)

\[ V_{\text{start}}, V_{\text{end}} \]: Specified starting and final stored water volumes in the upper reservoir of the p-s hydraulic unit (acre-ft)

\[ N_j \]: Set that contains all thermal units in a given power system

\[ N_{\text{line}} \]: Set that contains all transmission lines in a given power system

**Figure 7:** One-line diagram of the example power system.
J_{\text{gen}}, J_{\text{pump}}: Sets that contain all time intervals where the p-s unit is operated in generation and pumping modes, respectively. J_{\text{gen}} and J_{\text{pump}} are mutually exclusive sets.

F_{\text{TOT,sw}}: Weighted total cost for the thermal unit connected to the swing bus (R).

Q_{\text{load},j}, Q_{\text{loss},j}: Total system reactive load and loss in the jth subinterval, respectively (pu or MVAr).

Q_{\text{G,m}}^{\text{min}}, Q_{\text{G,m}}^{\text{max}}: Lower and upper reactive generation limits of the mth reactive power generation source (pu or MVAr).

U_{i,j}: Voltage magnitude of bus i in the jth subinterval (kV or pu).

U_{i}^{\text{min}}, U_{i}^{\text{max}}: Lower and upper voltage magnitude limits for bus i (kV or pu).

N_{Q}: Set containing all buses to which reactive power generation sources are connected.

N_{\text{bus}}: Set containing all buses in a given power system.

N_{\text{Vc}}: Set containing all voltage controlled buses in a given power system.

sw: Swing bus in a given power system.
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